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ABSTRACT

This paper explores the design of executive compensation
using behavioral assumptions regarding choice behavior
under uncertainty. The results suggest new ways of viewing
compensation design that alleviate the problem of the risk
sharing trade-off identified by Beatty and Zajac (1994) and
provide new explanations for compensation size.

INTRODUCTION

Building on Kahneman and Tversk/s (K&T, 1979) basic
value function for capturing choice behavior under
uncertainty, we examine selected elements of compensation
design within a traditional principal-agent framework.
Specifically, this paper replaces the assumption of agent risk
aversion common to agency-based models of corporate
govemance with an assumption of loss aversion. Using an
analytical approach, various implications for compensation
design are then explored leading to testable proposifions
regarding compensation design.

Model Development

K&T (1979) provide a basic value model (V) (i.e., similar to
expected value) for an altemative with multiple outcomes
(e.g., X, y) and associated probabilities (p, q):

V [ii(p) v (x) ; n(g) v(y)] ^̂ ^

Where the probabilities total unity or less (p + q ^ 1). This
model includes two functions which distinguish it from
typical utility maximization models. First, the model
specifies a value (v) function (i.e., utility) for outcomes. This
value fiinction refiects the concept of diminishing sensitivity,
such that it is concave above zero and convex below (K&T,
1979:279). Since compensation generally involves positive
outcomes, we will focus on positive values such that x > 0 and
y > 0 (other cases are considered below). Following this
assumption, we find that the following holds for positively
valued outcomes where x̂ ŷ:

(2)If X "r y ^ z; then v{x) + v(y) > v(z)

Second, the equation contains a weight (TT) function of the
probahlities. This function recognizes that decision makers
over weigh low probabilities, but under weigh higher
probablities producing a convex function of probability. That
is, the weighting function recognizes that decision makers
give more weight to outcomes holding extreme probabilities
than to outcomes of moderate probabilities when making

decisions under uncertainty. However, it should be noted that
this function is not well-behaved in the tails (K&T, 1979).
Later, we will give explicit attention to extreme probabilities
(e.g., p = I). This function should not be confused with
biases in the estimation of probabilities which may also occur.

Using this basic expected valuation model we examine a
simple compensation scheme containing three elements: base
pay (b) which is guaranteed by the compensation agreement
over the period of the contraa, normal raises and adjustments
(r) to that base pay during the contract period, and ex ante
contingent pay (c) which represents variable pay tied to
performance targets specified in the contract and is paid at the
end of the contract period if the targets are achieved. Ex ante
contingent pay differs from ex post "settling up" variable pay
in that the while the latter represents changes to total
compensation (including the award of bonuses) that are
presumably based on firm performance, this form of pay is
subject to political maneuvering by the agent and post hoc
biases in evaluation. Hence, ex post comingent pay is less
likely to be linked to firm performance than ex ante pay such
as stock options. Therefore, we focus on ex ante contingent
pay simply because it seems more in line with the intention of
incentive alignment schemes, and because it allows us to
determine the size of contingent pay necessary to offset loss
aversion by the agent.

Ba.se pay represents the discounted value of future base pay
promised in the contract. Normal raises represent the
discounted cash fiow from normal adjustments to base pay
that are likely to occur during the life of the compensation
contraa. These raises can include cost-of-living-adjustments
(COLAs), and market adjustments. Contingent pay includes
both the discounted cash flow of normal raises and specified
performance bonuses. We include raises in contingent pay (c
> r) simply because it would seem that satisfying contingent
pay performance targets will likely also satisfy criteria for
receiving raises. Further, we specify a binomial distribution
for c such that c = 0 if targets are not met, and c is some
poative value (specified in the contract and thus known to the
agent) if targets are met. Thus in this mode! of
compensation, agents may receive only base pay, base pay
plus normal raises, or base pay and contingent pay (where
contingent pay includes normal raises).

Given these three outcomes, we now specify a choice situation
involving two gambles whereby an agent must choose
between pursuing low risk firm strategies or higher risk firm
strategies where each strategic course holds consequences for
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the executive's compensation. Executives are thus faced with
deciding between levels of strategic risk such that this choice
reflects a choice between two compensation gambles.
Specifically, the executive may pursue a low risk strategy to
ensure normal firm profitability and smooth income streams
(thus increasing the likelihood of normal raises) but also
limiting the possibility of achieving the performance targets
established in the contract for awarding contingent pay.
Conversely, the executive may pursue higher risk strategies
designed to increase the probability of reaching designated
performance targets and thus earning contingent pay, but also
increasing the probability of losing normal raises and
adjustments. This argument assumes that the probabilities
associated with ihe success and failure of each level of
strategic risk correlates with the probabilities for each
compensation outcome. That is. (pi, q,) correspond to the
success (achieving normal firm profitability) and failure
(below normal profitability) of the low risk strategy, and (p;,
q2) correspond to the success (achieving performance targets)
and failure (earning below-normal profitability) of the high
risk strategy. Further, it seems reasonable to assume that low
risk strategies will increase the probability of earning raises
relative lo not earning raises (pi > q,). Conversely, high risk
strategies should reflect the inherent riskiness of pursuing
contingent pay versus low risk strategies such that q, < q2 s
P2 < PI- Hence, the two gables represent the possible
outcomes from the two strategic options (high or low risk).
For the moment we set aside employment risk by assuming
that base pay is contractually guaranteed over the life of the
contract regardless of firm performance (p, + q, = 1= p; +
q^). The choice facing the executive can therefore be captured
as follows:

(q_ l )v (b ) ] r (3)

V _ 2 [ ( p _ 2 )v(b + c);

(q_2)v(b)]

As specified, the agent is faced with protecting base pay and
normal raises through risk averse strategic choices (V,). or
with pursuing contingent pay through riskier strategies but
that also place normal raises at risk (Vj). Thus Vj is the
value of the lower risk strategy, and V̂  is the value of the
higher risk strategy. This model reflects a straight-forward
maximization problem, Max [V, ; V^], where the agent's
preferences for one compensation outcome over the other is
dependent upon the probabilities of success associated with
each strategic course and the size of contingent pay.
Although the outcomes of this choice model are somewhat
restrictive, the results of this exercise can extend to situations
where low risk strategies hold a non-zero probability of
achieving contingent pay performance targets.

This model may be further simplified by recognizing that
decision makers invoke "rules- of-thumb" such that they focus
on what is different in choice situations and ignore that which
is similar across options (K&T, 1979). In this model, base
pay is common to all outcomes since we assumed away
employment risk. Therefore, we can simplify each gamble to
its most salient elements (K&T, 1979) by eliminating base
pay fi"om each. Note also that this simplification forces us to
fix base pay over the period of the contract and thus to
concentrate on compensation designs where only c and r are
allowed to vary. This model represents the choice between
protecting normal raises (Vi) and pursuing higher risk
contingent pay (V^).

V c)
(4)

If principals desire that agents pursue contingent pay through
the selection of higher risk strategies, then we can easily
model the conditions necessary to induce agent preferences
for contingent pay (and thus higher risk strategies) by setting
the two gambles equal and solving for v(c). The resulting
value for ex ante contingent pay is expressed in terms of the
size of normal raises and the weighted probabilities of
receiving contingent pay and normal raises:

(5)
• v{r) = v(c)

From this simple choice situation where employment risk is
zero and base pay is held constant, we can see that to induce
agent pursuit of contingent pay, contingent pay must offset
the potential loss of normal raises adjusted by the relative
probabilities associated with receiving normal raises and
contingent pay. Since we assumed that pi > p2, agents should
pursue contingent pay only when it exceeds some multiple of
normal raises calculated from the ratio of the weighted
probability of receiving normal raises over the weighted
probability of receiving confingent pay.

By replacing risk aversion with loss aversion we find that
increasing contingent pay through layering (i.e. adding
contingent pay to a fixed amount of base pay) does not create
risk bearing for the agent, but does increase the agent's
incentives for pursuing riskier strategies. Indeed the
incentive properties of contingent pay increase as contingent
pay increases relative to both normal raises and base pay by
compensating for the potential loss of higher probability pay.
This argues against the traditional agency notion that
compensation risk as measured by the proportion of
contingent pay, is an accurate measure of risk bearing.
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Proposition 1: In the absence of employment risk and
holding base pay constant, agents prefer
contingent pay over normal raises only
when contingent pay compensates for the
threat to normal raises arising from the
pursuit of contingent pay.

I*roposition 2: Layering contingent pay does not create
risk bearing for the agent.

Employment Risk

Next we allow employment risk into the model. The result of
this examination argues for increasing the size of contingent
pay relative to base pay even further. Consider a
compen.sation .scheme where the pursuit of contingent pay
through the selection of higher risk strategies creates
employment risk for the agent during the period of the
contract. That is, when agents pursue higher risk strategies
one possible outcome is lower firm pertormance due to
excessive investment in unproductive assets. This decline in
firm fortunes could trigger negative board reactions and
increase the threat of termination. Employment risk enters
the model in the second gamble (i.e., the pursuit of contingent
pay through higher risk strategies) by turning the gamble into
a trinomial distribution where p, + q̂  + z, = 1, and ẑ
represents employment risk. This is expressed as:

VJ;r(q,)v(b);;r(p,)va>fr)J V ^̂^

VJ;r(z,)v(O);

;r(q,) v(b);

^ fe ) v(b+c)]

Since, v(0) = 0, V-, still reflects only the latter two elements
and is almost identical to equation 4 except that now p-, + q,
< 1. Since base pay is no longer assured in all outcomes, it
must be retained in the model. That is. we cannot employ
"rules of thumb" assumptions to reduce the gamble further.
Restating the gamble as an equivalence and solving for
v(tH-c):

(7)
v{b) v{b+r} - v(b-

Comparing equation 7 with equation 5 finds that contingent
pay must now compensate for the probability of losing base
pay as well as the probability of losing normal raises. The
implication from this exercise is that if pursuing contingent
pay places base pay at risk, the amount of contingent pay
necessary to stimulate agent interest in pursuing contingent
pay must include a premium for the threats to other forms of
pay. This premium should be calculated based on the amount

of pay placed in jeopardy by the pursuit of contingent pay (in
this case both base pay and normal raises) adjusted for the
change in probability of receiving that pay when contingent
pay is pursued.
This view of compensation presents a very different picture of
compensation risk than is typically considered in traditional
agency models. In particular it suggests that the potential loss
of relatively assured pay is more salient to decision makers
than the proportion of total pay that is variable when
measuring compensation risk. That is, under behavioral
assumptions regarding risk, compensation risk arises instead
from threats to anticipated pay as captured in the change in
probahlity of that pay. Hence, compensation risk arises when
in the course of pursuing contingent pay. the probability of
receiving other pay (e.g., base pay) declines (i.e., p, + q, > p2
+ q,). This argues that loss aversion dictates that risk bearing
arises from threats to relatively assured pay.

Proposition 3: When employment risk exists, agents will
prefer contingent pay only when it
compensates for the threat to future base
pay and normal raises to base pay.

Restructuring Compensation

In all the previous examples, we have assumed that base pay
is held constant, and that adjustments to the compensation
design occur through layering (i.e, making adjustments to the
amount of contingent pay only). In this next example, we
relax this assumption and look at how restructuring
compensation affects agent preterences for compensation.
Restructuring alters the proportion of total compensation
allocated to contingent pay while holding the expected value
of total compensation constant. That is, restructuring
converts some portion of base pay into contingent pay (and
adds a risk premium to compensate for changes in the
expected value resulting from substituting a higher risk
outcome for a lower risk outcome). This example will show
that although increasing the proportion of contingent pay
through layering did not increase risk bearing, agents will
resist attempts at restructuring. That is, we will show that the
manner in which compensation design is changed is as
important as the design itself. Our argument regarding the
restruauring of pay incorporates the certainty effect identified
byAllais(1979; Tversky & Kahneman, 1986). This concept
argues that ttedsion makers attach greater weight to certainty
and hence over weigh outcomes with 100% certainty relative
to outcomes with less than 1(X)% certainty. Under the
certainty effect, the following holds true; TT:(1)> t.

In this example, we again specify a simple choice situation in
which the agent is faced with choosing between two
compensation designs each containing only two components,
base pay (b) and contingent pay (c). Further, we assume that
over the period of the contract, base pay is assured (i.e., p^ =
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1), while the probability of contingent pay is not (p̂  < 1 and
1 " Pc = Qc)- Further, the probabilities are the same for both
pay designs(V, and V )̂ (p^, = pi,.; p,, = p,.). The two
compensation designs are equivalent in expected value but
differ in the proportion of base pay and contingent pay such
that the second compensation design contains more
contingent pay and less base pay than the first design. Thus,
the following holds: b, > b . , c, < Cj. Setting the expected
values of the two design equivalent to accommodates rational
expeaed utility predictions of agent preferences between the
two designs (i.e., Exp( b, + c,) = Exp(b2 + Cj)). Hence, the
two pay designs are equivalent in all respects save that one
design contains a greater proportion of comingent pay than
the other. This example is equivalent to restructuring a pay
scheme to increase its compensation risk (traditionally
defined as the proportion of contingent pay in total
compensation). Using traditional expected value notions,
agents should be indifferent between the two pay designs
when the following equality holds:

(8)

In this example, it is clear that the increase in contingent pay
(Cj - C]) necessary to compensate for the decrease in base pay
(b, - b ; ) is determined by the size of the reduction in base
pay adjusted by the probability of receiving contingent pay p,.

Now consider the same choice situation using behavioral
decision theory. For this model we must add a further
condition: the agent has no compensation history such that
the agent has no expectations regarding either b, or bh.
Although an unlikely characteristic of executives, the
meaning of this assumption will be clear momentarily.
Recalling the rule-of-thumb rule for simplification (equation
4) we can reduce the choice to the following:

V,[(l)v(b,-b,); (pJv(O)] ^̂ ^

orV2[(l)v(0); (p,) vCc^-q)]

where the agent is choosing between higher base pay on the
one side (b, - b;) and higher contingent pay (Cj - Ci) on the
other. Expressing this as a function of the difference in
contingent pay as before would result in:

T-. / 1 \ Trf U - J-i \ U O )

Although similar to the expected value calculation,
recognition of the certainty effect leads to a different
conclusion. Specifically, the change in base pay (b, - b )̂ is
over weighed relative to standard expected value calculations.
This suggests that for agents to be indifferent between the two
designs, the increase in contingent pay (Cj - c,) must
compensate not only for the lower probability of contingent

pay, but also the differential weighting of the probabilities as
well. Hence, even if the compensation packages are
equivalent in an expected value calculation, agents will still
prefer the package with more base pay.

Now let us relax the condition of no compensation history.
That is, consider an executive who has received V, (i.e, bj
and c,) in a previous contract period (clearly a more realistic
assumption), and is now faced with either continuing with
that same contract design or accepting the new design (V.).
In this case, behavioral theory argues that the change in base
pay accentuates the preference for the old contract (V,) due to
the use of a reference point in evaluating both outcomes.
That is, bl becomes the reference point for evaluating each
option (since p c<l. Cj is not included). Hence, if agents have
received b,, then offering them b, (where b, is akin to
reducing their income by the difference (b| - b2= -Ab). Since
losses are over valued relative to gains (Tversky &
Kahneman, 1986), the following relation holds |v( -Ab' >
v(Ab)j. From this it is easy to see that restmcturing

compensation by convening some portion of base pay into
contingent pay must not only compensate for the change in
the weighted probability, but also for the over valued loss in
base pay. Thus when increasing the proportion of contingent
pay through restruauring, the change in contingent pay must
be larger than that predicted by expected value if agents are
to be indifferent between the two pay schemes where •n:(l) >
1,

-Ajb

and I v( -Ab| > | v(Ab)|:

v{ -Ajb)

(11)

Proposition 4: Agents will prefer to retain base pay over
increasing the proportion of contingent pay
even when the expected value of the two
plans are equal.

DISCUSSION

This study examined the consequences of replacing a key
assumption embedded within traditional agency models of
executive compensation with an empirically derived view of
risk choice under tincertainty. Aside from the predictions for
compensation design, two general conclusions can be drawn
from this analysis. First, this exercise found that a distinction
must be drawn between the effects of layering and
restructuring compensation design on risk bearing. In
particular, layering does not create risk bearing as normative
agency models suggest, while restructuring does. This
difference rests on viewing risk not as uncertainty, but as
down-side risk. Traditionally, normative agency scholars
have viewed risk as uncertainty and have captured it through
measures of variance. This view of risk is traceable to
Markowitz (1952) who conceptualized risk as variance in
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outcomes. However, as Shapira (1995) has pointed out.
Markowitz's selection of variance was more the result of
mathematical elegance and tractability than of conceptual
validity. Indeed Markowitz originally tried to capture risk as
the lower portion of the distribution of outcomes thus
coinciding with a down-side view of risk. Had he retained
this conceptualization, much of the differences between the
normative and behavioral view of risk might never have
materialized

Second, this study challenges traditional approaches to the
design of compensation. Traditionally, economists of both
normative and positive perspectives have approached the
problem of compensation by first asking "how much?", and
then determining how to allocate this amount between fixed
and variable proportions. This two step approach is clearly
the product of viewing compensation from a market
perspective. That is, the first question views total
compensation in terms of market demand and supply
considerations for executives, while the second question
focuses on the agency problem of aligning executive interests
with those of the principal. In contrast, a psychological
perspective of compensation suggests that agents view base
pay quite differently from truly variable pay. Thus, lumping
them together by asking "How much" misses an important
distinction. Instead, the psychological perspective underlying
behavioral decision theory suggests that agents may count
only base pay in calculations of perceived wealth and view
contingent pay as a separate gamble to be considered in the
light of its effect on receiving future base pay. From this
perspective the first question that would be asked concerns the
amount of base pay alone. That is, how much base pay
should be included in the compensation agreement such that
it attracts and retains quality executives. The second
question then asks how contingent pay should be added to
base pay such that the executive is motivated to take the
desired risks necessary in pursuit of this pay. From this
perspective, setting total compensation is less relevant to
compensation design than setting base pay since the amount
of contingent pay becomes a function of the amount of base

pay and the risk to that pay from pursuing contingent pay.
Viewing compensation design in this way resolves the debate
over the ultimate effect of compensation risk on agent risk
bearing thai arises from traditional economic perspectives on
compensation.

Finally, there exist other conceptualizations of compensation
design that were not considered here (the full draft of this
paper also considers stock options, indefinite time horizons
and the market for executives). For example, how does the
presence of multiple contingent pay targets and payoffs affect
choice behavior? What happens if these payoffs are not
independent? What happens when ex post settling up
contingent pay is included? How would political behavior be
factored into this model? What happens if the risk
preferences of principals are also allowed to vary? These
questions represent additional avenues for future research and
theorizing thai may rejuvenate the examination of executive
compensation within the Organizational Sciences.
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